PICTURES AND WRITE UPS

CULDEE OR CELTIC CHURCH
Three Churches have stood on the site
covered by the present Nave.
The first of these was the original Celtic
church in which Malcolm III. King of Scots
married, about A.D.1068/70 his second
wife, Margaret the fugitive Saxon princess.

DUNFERMLINE ABBEY NAVE

1. Queen Margaret’s church added to original Culdee circa 1072-74.
2. First part of the Abbey Church used for worship while the Nave was
being built.
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ABBEY OF DUNFERMLINE
About the year 1075 the Abbey of
Dunfermline was founded by King
Malcolm, at the suggestion of Queen
Margaret. The church was dedicated to
the Holy Trinity, and appointed to be the
Saint Margaret’s
- Dunfermline
future royal
buryingChurch
– place
in room of
Marked by brass lines on the floor of the nave.
Iona.

The second church was begun in 1072 and probably completed in 1075.
The outlines of these two churches are clearly shown on the floor of the
Norman Nave of the Abbey.
There may be traced the lines of the Belfry and the little Culdee church itself.
Adjoining this are the outlines of the second church with the semi-circular apse.
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CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY

The Nave of Abbey church dedicated in 1150.
d. Remains of the rood screen.
e. East processional doorway.
f. West processional doorway.

DUNFERMLINE ABBEY
CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY
"The splendid abbey of Dunfermlin owed its
inconsiderable foundation to Malcolm Ceamore; its
completion to Alexander I, and its reform to David I.
The monastery of Dunfermlin was dedicated, like the
other Culdean establishments, to the Holy Trinity.
Here, the Culdees, with their abbot, discharged their
usual duties, during several reigns; and David I, who
lived much with Henry I, of England, upon his accession,
introduced, among the Celtic Culdees, thirteen English
monks from Canterbury." (Ancient Culdees by John Jamieson, London 1811 p. 165)
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CONSECRATION CROSS
A single consecration cross, the actual
cross of 1150, is on the pilaster which
supports the vaulting opposite the fifth
pillar counting from the west end.
It is a Greek cross with enlarged ends,
and measured 7½ inches by 8 inches
and was inlaid with gold and studded
with jewels, and was despoiled at the
Reformation. [Dunfermline Abbey A Brief Guide.]

‘LOCUM SEPULTURÆ REGILUM’
That the western part of Dunfermline
Abbey, now called ‘THE AULD KIRK’ is
the original church of
THE HOLY TRINITY
This is the place of Royal Sepulture from
1093 to 1250: DUNFRMLINE ABBEY NAVE
DUNFERMLINE NAVE
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY CHURCH NAVE
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“DUNFERMLINE

SEAT OF KINGS”

MALCOME III (CANMORE)
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MARRIED 1070 - DUNFERMLINE
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ARMS OF KING MALCOLM & MARGARET

QUEEN MARGARET – KING MALCOLM III
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MALCOLM BUILT MARGARET A CHURCH

SAINT MARGARET OF SCOTLAND
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Ingibiorg = Malcolm III = Margaret
(of Orkney) Canmore
(Saint)
Founder of the Canmore Dynasty.

Duncan II - (c.1060-94) Eldest son by his first wife, Ingibiorg of Orkney. He was
hostage to William the Conqueror 1072. Assisted to the throne of
Scotland by William II of England 1094, but after six months killed
and superseded by his uncle Donald Bane. Buried in Dunfermline
Abbey Nave.
Edward

- (c.1070-93) Eldest son of Malcolm III and Margaret; mortally
wounded when his father was killed. Buried in Dunfermline Abbey
Nave.

Edmund - Second son – evidently shared the kingdom with Donald Bane 1094 -7.
Became a monk in England. Buried in Dunfermline Abbey Nave.
Ethelred - (c.1075-c. 1100) Son of Malcolm III and Margaret. Abbot of
Dunkeld. Buried in Dunfermline Abbey Nave.
Edgar

- (c. 1070-1107) Fourth son of Malcolm III and Margaret; supported
Duncan II 1094; supported by William Rufus from 1095 and
established on throne by an English army 1097; gave endowments to
churches of Durham Coldingham, Dunfermline and St Andrews.
Buried in Dunfermline Abbey Nave.

Alexander I - King of Scots (c.1077-1124) Fifth son of Malcolm III and Margaret,
succeeded 1107; his brother, Edgar. Founded Augustinian houses at
Scone and Inchcolm; refused to allow bishops of St Andrews to
acknowledge English supremacy and said to have become known as
“The Fierce’ from his suppression of a northern rising: married Sybilla,
an illegitimate daughter of Henry I, of England and had no legitimate
children. Buried in Dunfermline Abbey Nave.
David I

- (c.1084-1153) youngest son of Malcolm III and Margaret, spent his
youth in England, he was brother-in-law of Henry I, and married Maud
daughter of Waltheof, Earl of Northumbria and widow of Earl of
Northampton. He did much to reorganise kingdom on Norman lines,
founded many religious houses and established system of diocesan
bishops. His intervention in England on behalf of his niece Matilda
against Stephen led to defeat at the battle of the Standard; died at
Carlise 24 May 1153. Buried in Dunfermline Abbey Nave.

Mary

- Married Eustace III of Boulogne. Died 1116.

Matilda

- (1079-1118) Married King Henry I of England.
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Duncan II King of Scots (Seal)
1060-94
History of Scottish Seals by Walter De Gray Birch

Buried in Dunfermline Abbey Nave.

Edgar King of Scots (Seal)
1097-1107
History of Scottish Seals by Walter De Gray Birch

Buried in Dunfermline Abbey Nave.
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ALEXANDER I - KING OF SCOTS
(1107-1124)

Buried in Dunfermline Nave.

DAVID KING I - KING OF SCOTS
(1124-1153)

Matilda, (d.1130). Grand-niece of William
The Conqueror, married David I. 1134.
History of Scottish Seals by Walter De Gray Birch

Buried in Dunfermline Abbey Nave.
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DAVID I AND MALCOLM IV
FROM THE KELSO ABBEY CHARTER

A decorated initial from a charter of 1159 granted to Kelso Abbey.

David I (c. 1084-1153). Youngest son of Malcolm III and Margaret, spent youth in
England, was brother-in-law of Henry I and married Maud, daughter of Waltheof,
Earl of Northumbria, and widow of Earl of Northampton. He ruled southern Scotland
as ‘Earl’ during reign of Alexander I, whom he succeeded. He died in 1124. Did much
to reorganise kingdom on Norman lines, founded many religious houses and
established system of diocesan bishops. His intervention in England on behalf of his
niece Matilda, against Stephen, led to defeat at the battle of the Standard; died at
Carlisle on 24 May 1153.
Malcolm IV (1141-65). Son of Earl Henry, son of David I; succeeded grandfather
1153; internal troubles arose with native earls who possibly resented the Normanising
policy of the ruling house and Malcolm’s obvious subordination to England, as well
as with chiefs in Moray and the Hebrides who may have represented separatism; he
surrendered northern English counties to Henry II, in 1157; founded Coupar Angus
Abbey in 1162; died unmarried 9 December 1165; the idea that he had a son seems to
derive from a scribal error. [Gordon Donaldson; Morpeth, Robert S. A dictionary of Scottish history.
Edinburgh, 1977.]

Both David I, and Malcolm IV, are buried in The Royal Sepulture, Dunfermline.
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Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline. Glasgow, 1879.

There are no views of this Church extant, bearing a date before 1690; and such early
views are not to be altogether relied on. The view here given is a composition by the
author, and it is necessary that he should explain from whence he has had his
materials. This we will proceed to give.
The old fabric, now called the “Auld Kirk,” is the original Church of the Holy Trinity,
built between A.D. 1072 and 1115, with the following exceptions, which are
comparatively modern innovations, viz:
The heavy, uncouth buttresses built between 1590 and 1630 and the porch and the
steeple, built between 1590 and 1606. These additions, as will be seen by the dates,
had no connection with the original design of the building. It may also be noted that,
between the years 1750 and 1790, three of the Norman windows in the north front
were removed, and plain ugly Gothic ones substituted. The west gable above the great
western entrance was also built at the same time as the steeple.
The original south-west tower, stood nearly entire until 1807, when it was thrown
down by a violent thunderstorm. There are several printed views of this old tower
extant, but few are accurate. We take our model of this tower from an accurate penand-ink sketch of the tower, done by J. Baine, Civil Engineer, in 1790. The western
towers of churches were always exactly alike, and therefore the tower, which stood on
the site of the steeple, would be precisely like the view of the south-west one by
Baine, and therefore we give the two as in the view. If we strip the “Auld Kirk” of the
incongruities just noticed, the view we have given will appear (which may be taken as
a correct one, at least) as correct a view as can now be had of THE CHURCH of the
HOLY TRINITY at DUNFERMLINE, as it appeared when finished and opened in A.D.
1115. [Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline. Glasgow, 1879, pp. 30-32.]
It is recorded that the queen of Edward I, and his son Edward (the first Prince of
Wales and afterwards Edward II.). Each gave a jewel to the shrine of St Margaret at
Dunfermline. [Calendar of Documents, volume IV, pp. 486-487, 8 Dec. 1303, and 16 Feb 1303-04.]
Other traces of King Edward’s occupation are noted from the same volume, viz. a
house being built at his command ‘extra magnam portam abbacie de Dunfermleyn’,
and forty men employed in making an entrenchment round the town. [Ibid. pp. 459, 473.]
[Dunfermline Burgh Records.]
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The most important building of a monastery was the church, because it was there that
the monks held their services to worship God.
This picture shows what the church at Dunfermline looked like when it was first built
(completed by David I). It was designed in the shape of a cross. The most important
parts were at the east end where the high altar stood in a semi-circular part of the
building called the apse. Between this and the central tower was the Choir where only
the monks were allowed to worship. On either side of the choir were the parts of the
building, which made the arms of the cross. Those were called transepts and had altars
in them. The western part of the building, making the long stem of the cross, was
called the nave. This was where people who were not monks could worship.
[Dunfermline Carnegie Trust Teachers Pack.]
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CAPITULAR SEAL OF THE ABBEY

The age of this fine Seal has not been ascertained; probably it may date from the year
1226, when “the Abbey was enlarged by noble structures.” It would appear that a
chapter-house was then erected, and it may be presumed therefore, that a special
chapter-seal was then made for “chapter business.”
The Seal is a matrix one of brass, and is 2¾ inches in diameter (same size as in the
preceding engraving, which is a correct representation of the obverse side of the seal.)
It has been supposed that the design occupying the centre of the Seal is a
reorientation of the Monastery; we rather suppose that it represents the coffer-box in
which the relics of St Margaret were kept, and which would stand on her shrine.
There are many instances of coffer-boxes, or chests being “house-shaped.” If St
Margaret’s coffer-box was not so shaped, then it is probable that the representation on
the seal may have been carved on the front panel of the coffer-box. Mr. Henry Laing,
in his Descriptive catalogue of impressions from ancient Scottish seals, &c. 2
volumes. Edinburgh, 1850-66, describes this part of the seal as follows: “This is a fine
round seal, of an extremely interesting and curious design—perhaps intended to
represent the Monastery. A section of the lower part is given, divided into three
arches, supported by spiral columns. Beneath the first arch, on the sinister side, is a
priest at mass, attended by an acolyte. In the next, or centre arch, is a female figure,
probably St Margaret, holding an open book in her hand, standing before a lectern. In
the dexter arch is a monk standing before a lectern, holding (or reading) a book.
Above the roof of the building are a crescent, an estroile, and two birds.” Round the
circumference is the following legend in old characters: SIGIL` L` CAPIT[A]L` I`
ECCL` IE SCE TRINITATIS DE` DVNFERMELIN i.e., Seal of the Chapter of the
Church of the Holy Trinity of Dunfermline. [Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline.
Glasgow, 1879, p. 70.]
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CAPITULAR SEAL OF THE ABBEY

The other half of this matrix Seal was long missing. About the year 1847, “it was
accidentally discovered by the late Mr. Bell, of Gateshead, on the top of a barrowload of earth which a labourer was wheeling there.” Above is an accurate
representation of the surface of this long lost half of the Seal (reverse side of it). On
the reverse of the Chapter Seal are the figures of four Angels supporting an Aureole,
within which the Saviour, with Cruciform Nimbus, is sitting on a Rainbow, his feet
resting on a lesser one, his right hand raised as if calling to judgment his left holding
an open-book. At the dexter side is an Estoile of five points and above the sinster
hand is a Crescent. Below the Rainbow is a Quatrefoil on the dexter, and a Cinquefoil
on the sinster side, surrounded by the following inscription or legend:  MORTISL`
VITEBREVIS-÷ VOXITEVENITE DICET REP[RO]BISITE VENITE PR[OB]IS—which
may be rendered: “Mortis` Et `vite` Brevis` Est` vex; Ite` Venite` Dicet` Reprobis` Ite`
Venite` Probis”—i.e., “Brief is the Voice of Life and Death. Go, come, it will say to
the Bad; go, come, to the good.”
[Henry Laing. Descriptive catalogue of impressions from ancient Scottish seals. 2 volumes. Edinburgh, 1850-66.
Peter Chalmers. Historical and statistical account of Dunfermline. 2 volumes. Edinburgh, 1844-59, volume II, p.
217.
James Frederick Skinner Gordon (1821-1904). Monasticon, Glasgow, 1868, p. 409.
Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline. Glasgow, 1879, p. 71.]
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ABBEY SEALS, 1151 AND 1203
The following engraving represents the obverse side of what has hitherto been taken
form the oldest Abbey Seal, taken from a much defaced impression, in brown wax,
attached to a deed, by the Abbot (R) of Dunfermline, in the archives of Durham
Cathedral.

There is evidence to show that this Abbot R. was Abbot Robert de Berewick, who was in
offices from 1198 till 1202, and therefore the age of his seal has been assigned to this period;
but the fact of its being found attached to a deed of this period does not infer that it had no
previous existence. After the Abbey became thoroughly Romanized, circa 1150, a seal would
be a necessary instrument of giving legality to deeds writs, and other documents. We are
inclined therefore to place the origin of this seal under date 1151, as the most likely year it
was made and granted. On this, the most ancient seal of the Abbey, there is a representation of
a baptismal font, enclosed within a Norman arched canopy with side columns, and round the
circumference is the legend, SIGILLVM SANCTE TRINITATIS, i.e. “Seal of the Holy
Trinity.” [Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline. Glasgow, 1879, p. 52.]

SEAL OF PATRICK, ABBOT OF DUNFERMLINE
The above is a facsimile of the wax impression of the Abbot of Dunfermline’s Seal to
a Melrose Charter, of date 1203. This Seal, an oval one, is slightly defaced. The
interior part represents a religieux seated, reading a Bible, it is presumed, which lies
open on a table-desk before him. Within lines round the circumference is the
following legend in uncial letters:
 SIGILL·PATRICII·ABBATIS·DE·DVNFERMELIN, that is, Seal of Patrick, Abbot of
Dunfermline. [Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline. Glasgow, 1879, p. 66.]
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Caps, or Bonnets, may be used by the Monks of the Abbey. Pope Innocent IV in a
writ sent to the Abbot in the first year of his pontificate, concedes to a request which
the Abbot and Convent had solicited, viz he says “that on considering the frigid
region” (cold climate) “which the Abbey is situated, he consents to allow the monks
the privilege of wearing caps, or bonnets, suitable to monks of the Order, but they
must not forget to preserve due reverence at the elevation of the Host, at the
Eucharist, and other observances.” This writ is titled “De pileis”—i.e. concerning the
Caps, Hats, or Cowls. The writ is dated “Lyons, 7th May,” in the first year of his
pontificate. viz. 1243. It would appear that their caps, or cowls, were made of leather,
as several fragments of ‘bowl-shaped leather” were found amongst the mounds of
rubbish which had for centuries lain on the site of the choir, during the levelling of the
ground, in 1817, for the present Abbey Church. [Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline.
Glasgow, 1879.]

Two years before Alexander died there is mention made of the introduction of an
organ into the Abbey for its daily services. The donor’s name is not given, but it is a
little surprising that an instrument had not been in use before this. Ethelred friend and
contemporary of David I, King Alexander’s great-grandfather, wrote: “Why so many
organs and cymbals in our churches? Why, I say, that terrible blowing of the bellows,
which rather imitates the frightsomeness of thunder than the sweet harmony of the
voice?” He gives the answer himself to the effect that the music supplied by the malevoice choirs was worse, between the imitative falsettos and facial contortions, the
time-beating and bodily movements of the performers. One writer says of these
instruments that they were very simple, and that the keys were so heavy that they
could only be pressed down by the elbow or the complete fist. Another remarks that
the blowing power of the medieval organs came out of the eight arms of four strong
men, who, when at work, kept pumping away at their levers.
The Royal remains were removed from near the High Altar and interred in the tomb
inside the Lady Chapel. The organ placed at the junction of old part and new, was
used on this great occasion (Translation of St Margaret. 1250).
[John Marshall. (Late Head Master Townhill School) Dunfermline Abbey p.27. The Journal Printing Works
Dunfermline, (No Date) Dunfermline Carnegie Library D/ECC]
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EARLY ORGAN, DUNFERMLINE, 1250

`When through the long-drawn aisle and fretted vault
The pealing anthem swelled the note of praise'.

Church Organ worked by levers. Psalter of Edwin. Manuscript volume of 1240. Cambridge
University Library. Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline. Glasgow, 1879, page 79.
(The original source has not yet been found.)
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SPECIMEN OF THE CHARTULARY OF DUNFERMLINE
CARTE MALCOLMI REGIS
KING MALCOLM’S CHART ON THE HEADS OF THE FISHES CALLED CRESPEIS
MALCOLM IV, 1155, CHARTER 37, REGISTER OF DUNFERMLINE

Malcolmus, Rex Scottorum omnibus probis hominibus tocius terre sue,
Malcolm King of the Scots, to all good men of his whole land,
clerics et laicis, Francis, et Anglicis, et Scottis, salutem. Sciatis me dedisse et
clerical and lay, French and English and Scottish, greetings. Know ye that I have given

concessisse Abbti de Dunfermelyn, et monachis ibidem Deo servientbus, in
and granted to the abbot of Dunfermline, and the monks there serving God, in
perpetuam elemosinam pro salute anime predecessoris mei David Regis, capita
perpetual alms for the salvation of the soul of my predecessor, King David, the heads
piscium qui dicuntur crespeis, preter linguam, qui in meo dominio ex illa parte
of the fishes which are called cespeis, except the tongues, which may be stranded in
Scotwater applicuerint, in qua parte illorum ecclesia sita east. Testibus Andrea
My lordship on that part of Scotwater situated within the bounds of their church.
Episcopo, Duncano Comite, Hugone de Morevill, Waltero filio Alani, Herberto
The Chamberlain, Nicholas the Clerk, Allwyn MacArkil at Perth.
Camerario, Nicholao Clerico, Alwyno MacArkil, apud Pert.
[Sir John Graham Dalyell (1776-1851). A tract, chiefly relative to monastic antiquities. Edinburgh, 1809.]

i.
ii.
iii

The crespeis are supposed to be small whales or bottle-noses.
Scotswater is the Firth of Forth at this time and the part alluded would
probably be that between Limekilns and North Queensferry.
The tongue appears to have been a tit-bit.
[Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline, Glasgow, 1879, p. 55.]
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CHARTER OF DAVID I

King David addressing Robert Bishop (elect) of St. Andrews and his earls, barons,
and liegemen, informs them that he has given for ever in alms to the church of the
Holy Trinity at Dunfermline the tithe of all his demesne lands of Dunfermline except
of those which belong to other churches, and also a house (mansura) in the burgh of
Dunfermline, another in Stirling, another in Perth, and another in Edinburgh.
(Registrum de Dunfermline, dated circa 1126-27)
...These Charters which have survived are in the National Archives of Scotland,
Edinburgh.
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DUNFERMLINE PLAN

[Dunfermline Carnegie Trust Guides Pack.]
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THE CONSECRATION CROSS

Picture by S. Pitcairn

A single consecration cross, the actual cross of 1150, is cut on the shaft which
supports the vaulting opposite the fifth pillar counting from the west end. It is a Greek
cross with enlarged ends, and measures 7½ inches by 8 inches and was inlaid with
gold and studded with jewels, but was despoiled at the Reformation.
[A Brief Guide to Dunfermline Abbey p.14. Compiled by Norman M. Johnson.c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY BECOMES A MITRED ABBEY, 1243

By a Bull or Writ of Pope Innocent IV in the Register of Dunfermline, he confers on
the Abbot of Dunfermline the honour and privilege of wearing, or using the Mitre, the
Ring and other pontifical ornaments—(de mitra et annulo et certis episc). These
others, no doubt, refer to the crosier, the shoes, &. This Writ is addressed to “my
sons, the Abbot and conventual brethren of Dunfermline.” (Print, Regist. Dunf. p.
180, No. 179)
LORD ABBOT OF DUNFERMLINE - By virtue of the foregoing Writ of Pope Innocent
IV, he style or title of the Abbot is "Lord Abbot," and continued so until the
Reformation, in 1560,when "All Romish practices and titles ceased.
[Annals of Dunfermline p. 77]
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GAUFRID, CONSECRATED ABBOT OF DUNFERMLINE

I

In 1124 David I translated Gauford and 13 monks from Canterbury for the service of
his newly founded Abbey and Monastery of Dunfermline. Gaufred, or Gosfrid, was
“an eminent theologian of his day and was chosen Abbot of Dunfermline in 1124. It
was in this year (1127-28) that the was consecrated Abbot of Dunfermline by Robert,
Bishop of St Andrews. After the consecration, the Abbot could legally attend clerical
meetings, and append his signature to charters, deeds, and writs.
He was a man of singular piety and learning, and was previous to his leaving
Canterbury in 1124, Prior thereof. Gaufrid’s name often occurs as a witness in
charters, 1128–1154. [Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline. Glasgow, 1879, p. 41.]
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[Dunfermline Carnegie Trust Guides Pack.]

Artist impression of the building of the Nave of Dunfermline.
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ALTARS OF DUNFRMLINE ABBEY
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, VIEW OF NAVE LOOKING WEST

David MacGibbon; Thomas Ross. The ecclesiastical architecture of Scotland. 3 volumes. Edinburgh, 1896.
Volume 1.

Entering the Nave and looking to the east, there are five Norman pillars on the left
side and six on the right with semi-circular pier arches supporting the inner wall.
The pillars are 20 feet in height, 13½ feet in circumference and have cushion tops.
Two of the pillars are incised with a chevron design, the result of which is to produce
an optical illusion, and the pillars appear to be of unequal diameter from top to
bottom. The side aisles are 17½ feet wide, 29 feet high and 92 feet long. The length of
the Nave from the western door to the entrance to the new church is 106 feet, and the
breadth 55 feet.
On looking upwards it will be noted that piers and arches support triforium and
clerestory.
The rood altar was placed above the line of the high altar of St Margaret’s Church,
and facing west, would no doubt be visible from every part of the building. Its base
was only detected in 1916. [A Brief Guide to Dunfermline Abbey. Compiled by Norman M. Johnson.
c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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KING DAVID’S NAVE

Robert Somerville. Dunfermline sketches and notes. Dunfermline, 1917.

The magnificent nave, the oldest existing portion of the Abbey church, was erected
by David I, in the twelfth century, on the site of an earlier church. A Culdee church
had existed here for two or three centuries. Malcolm and Margaret extended it by
adding a tower to the west and a chancel and apse to the east. The outline of this
Church of the Holy Trinity is now indicated by suitable paving on the floor of the
present nave. The stonework in the foreground is part of the three lowest ashlar
courses of the rood screen of the twelfth century church. The High Altar of the
Church of the only Trinity stood on the line of this screen, and Malcolm and Margaret
were buried beside it. The four decorated pillars at the east end of the nave were no
doubt intended by King David to distinguish the hallowed spot containing the remains
for his parents. [Robert Somerville. Dunfermline sketches and notes. Dunfermline, 1917.]
Three Churches have stood on the site covered by the present Nave. The first of
these, the original Celtic church in which Malcolm King of Scots married, about A.D.
1068 as his second wife, Margaret, the fugitive Saxon princess.
The second was the one Malcolm built for Margaret and was begun in 1070 and
probably completed in 1072. The outlines of these two churches are clearly shown on
the floor of the Norman Nave of the Abbey. There may be traced the lines of the
Belfry, the Holy Well and the little Culdee church itself. Adjoining this are the
outlines of the second church with the semi-circular apse.
Over the west door, the Carnegie window depicts Wallace, Margaret, Malcolm and
Bruce. Designed by Sir Noel Paton, the cost was borne by Andrew Carnegie.
[A Brief Guide to Dunfermline Abbey. Compiled by Norman M. Johnson. c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, TRIFORIUM AND CLERESTORY

David MacGibbon; Thomas Ross. The ecclesiastical architecture of Scotland. 3 volumes. Edinburgh, 1896.
Volume 1.

David MacGibbon; Thomas Ross. The ecclesiastical architecture of Scotland. 3 volumes. Edinburgh, 1896.
Volume 1.

Duncan II, Queen Margaret, Malcolm Canmore, Edgar I, Alexander I, and Queen
Izabella were all interred in the original church of Malcolm and Margaret, but David
I, Malcolm IV, Robert the Bruce, Alexander III, Queen Annabella and Queen
Elizabeth were buried near the High Altar of the Eastern Church. Altogether, within
the precincts of the Abbey, there were buried 8 kings, 4 queens, 5 princes and 2
princesses. A Brief Guide to Dunfermline Abbey p.16.. Compiled by Norman M. Johnson.c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY

David MacGibbon; Thomas Ross. The ecclesiastical architecture of Scotland. 3 volumes. Edinburgh, 1896.
Volume 1.

The west end of the north Aisle showing the junction of Abbot de Bothwell’s Scheme
with original Norman works. The junction of Abbot de Bothwell’s scheme work with
the original Norman work is plainly seen. The arch of this entrance consists of a series
of Norman orders, above which are small pilasters and ornamented semi-circular
arches, capped with a splay roof of stone, similar to that above the west entrance. The
under north wall is 36 feet in height and 3½ feet thick; above this wall is the first roof,
which rises to another wall, supported by the great massive pillars inside the church.
This top part is the clerestory (54 feet from the floor) and has six small semi-circular
windows. Above the upper wall rose the high roof, much higher than the present one
reaching from the east to the west gable between the towers. [A Brief Guide to Dunfermline
Abbey. Compiled by Norman M. Johnson. c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, NORTH AISLE

David MacGibbon; Thomas Ross. The ecclesiastical architecture of Scotland. 3 volumes. Edinburgh, 1896.
Volume 1.

In 1923, when workmen were cleaning the ceiling of the north (or St Mary’s) aisle,
they uncovered some of the original red and blue colourings, the design incorporating
chevrons and fleur-de-lis. Four of the six vaultings in the aisle are the original twelfth
century ones.
At this point, almost vertically above the monument erected in memory of Robert
Pitcairn, a most interesting discovery was made in 1939, when sixteenth century
paintings were brought to light. The paintings, of which there are four, the work of
Andrew Foreman in 1530, represent four of the Apostles. Peter and Paul are named,
St Andrew is recognised by the cross, but the fourth, so far, has not been identified. .
[A Brief Guide to

Dunfermline Abbey p.14. Compiled by Norman M. Johnson.c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, ARCADE OF THE NAVE

Drawn by R. W. Billings. Engraved by I. H. Le Keux. Published by William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh, 1847.

The reign of Malcolm III came to an end, as has been said, at Alnwick; and, buried at
Tynemouth, he lay there till 1115 A.D., when it is recorded that his remains were
interred in the tomb prepared for them beside his Queen’s, before the high altar of the
church of Dunfermline, that is to say, at the site of the middle flight of steps between
the present new church and old. This took place at the opening of the church for
service in the reign of Alexander I in 1115, Malcolm’s son. It is agreed that he
splendidly adorned and finished the church of the Holy Trinity, Dunfermline; and
John Leslie, in his History of Scotland, says that “he raised the two lofty massive
towers which flanked the great western entrance, built the west gable with its finelycarved grand doorway and the splendid window above it, and completed the high
gable and peaked roof overhead. [John Marshall. (Late Head Master Townhill School) Dunfermline
Abbey. The Journal Printing Works Dunfermline, (No Date) Dunfermline Carnegie Library D/ECC]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, INTERIOR OF WEST END OF NAVE

David MacGibbon; Thomas Ross. The ecclesiastical architecture of Scotland. 3 volumes. Edinburgh, 1896.
Volume 1.

The tombstone on the left belongs to Robert Pitcairn, Commendator of Dunfermline
Abbey, 1560. The tombstone was subsequently moved to over the fireplace in the
north-east corner of the nave and can still be seen there.
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HALKETT FAMILY

North wall of the Nave.
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INTERIOR OF OLD KIRK

Engraved by John Johnstone.
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DUNFRMLINE ABBEY NAVE

Published by Alexander Hill, Edinburgh.

Previous to the removal of the galleries, seats, bughts, &c., from the Old Kirk, in the
autumn of 1822, there were to be seen hanging, “diamond-fashion,” to some of the
stone-pillars large escutcheons (about 6 feet square), having black grounds, with
armorial-bearings, &., painted on them in white colours “They were hung up by
heritors and others as deep memorials of their departed relatives” It may here be
noted, that between each of the stone pillars, in both sides of the kirk, there were
double-galleries, which were approached by “crooked wooden stairs.” In the body of
the kirk there were numerous bughts, pews, forms, chairs, &. The galleries had the
name of lafts. There were the Musicians’ Laft, at the east end, and the Scholars’ Laft,
at the west, between the steeples. Then there were the Sailors’ Laft (over the south
porch), Weavers’ Laft, Wrights’ Laft, Bakers’ Laft; also, the Magistrates’ Gallery
(near the pulpit), the Pittencrieff Seat, Pitliver Seat, Baldridge Seat, Craigluscar Seat,
St Mary’s Aisle, Rood Aisle, and Communion Aisle. All these relics were swept away
in 1822. [Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline. Glasgow, 1879, p. 750.]
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THE NAVE, LOOKING INTO THE NEW CHURCH

In the north (or St Mary’s) aisle the first window (by Meures of Munich) is a
memorial to the Reid family. The Second is by Kempe. The third is the Durie
window, to George Durie, the last Abbot of Dunfermline. He held office from 1539 to
1560. The name of George Durie is placed at the top of the memorial, and at the
bottom are the Durie coat of arms and the letters H.D. and M.M. The initials refer to
Henry, the son of George Durie, and of Margaret Macbeth, his wife. In the family
records it is stated that this Margaret Macbeth cured Charles I, of an illness in the
Palace of Dunfermline in 1603. The beautiful Durie Window by Elizabeth Goudie of
Edinburgh, in blue and yellow stained glass, incorporating small portions of preReformation Glass with the motto “Confido,” was erected in 1933, as also was a
bronze plate at the base of the memorial giving details of members of the Durie
family. While the necessary alterations were proceeding an original dedication mark
was discovered. This is in the form of a St Andrew’s cross, measuring 4 inches by 4
inches, and may be seen in the stone work to the right of the memorial.
The fourth, the Halkett of Pitfirrane window; possibly by Mayer of Munich.
The windows in the south or Rood aisle are fine stained glass. The first, next to the
east processional doorway, was a gift by Andrew Carnegie in memory of his mother
and father (1882). The second one is the oldest in the Church (1860) in memory of
Queen Annabella, Consort to Robert III and mother of James I, of Scotland. The third
in memory of Peter Chalmers, minister of the Abbey for 52 years. The next two are
the Douglas windows, by Ballantyne and Gardiner, and the last, under the south
tower, a beautiful stained glass window by Henry Holiday.
...As was usual with Benedictine Abbey churches, the parishioners worshipped in the
part of the building called “Parochial,” but the clergy used the enclosed Conventual
choir which, dating from the thirteenth century, stood on the site now occupied by the
new church. [Dunfermline Abbey Guide p.13. Dunfermline Carnegie Library Pamphlet box 6]
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INTERIOR OF THE CATHEDRAL OF DUNFERMLINE

Published by Alexander Hill, Edinburgh.

The south (or Rood) aisle is a marvel of twelfth century work. On the floor will be
seen a circular stone covering an old well. Opposite the well is an ambry. The
majority of the arcadings in the aisle have been repaired, the exceptions being the first
three next to the (original) East Processional Door. The doorway was only discovered
in 1905 when the memorial to the South African campaign was being erected.
The other door in the aisle was the gift of Alexander Seton, Earl of Dunfermline, in
1607. Note on the walls fish-scale as well as typical cube-top capitals. The vaulting
was repaired in 1620-21, keeping the original twelfth century groins, but the
transverse arch is Gothic.
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NAVE OF DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, 1869

When the Nave was in use as a Presbyterian place of worship from 1563 to
1821 the pulpit stood on the central pillar in the north row and was secured to the
plain round (stone) Norman pillar, the fourth west from the “Spiral pillar” on the
north side. The two iron rods which supported the sounding-board are still to be seen
projecting from this pillar. It was made of oak and beautifully carved, and on it were
the words “Who is sufficient for these things?” [Ebenezer Henderson. Annals of Dunfermline.
Glasgow, 1879, p. 750.]

Sir Walter Scott, while visiting Dunfermline in 1822 was so taken with the pulpit
that he applied to the Heritors for it. His request was granted, and the pulpit was
removed to Abbotsford, to the entrance hall. [A Brief Guide to Dunfermline Abbey. Compiled by
Norman M. Johnson.c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, NORTH AISLE OF THE NAVE LOOKING WEST

Drawn by R. W. Billings. Engraved by Redaway. Published by William Blackwood & Sons. 1848.

The south (or rood) aisle is a marvel of twelfth century work. On the floor will be
seen a circular stone covering an old well. Opposite the well is an ambry. (The place
where the arms, plate, vessels, and everything belonging to house-keeping were kept.)
[A Brief Guide to Dunfermline Abbey. Compiled by Norman M. Johnson.c.1935 Dunfermline,]

William Schaw’s Memorial (north side of nave). To God most holy and most high,
beneath this lowly pile of stones lies a man illustrious for his rare experience, his
admirable rectitude, his unmatched integrity of life and his consummate qualities.
William Schaw, the King’s Master of Works, Master of Ceremonies and Chamberlain
to the Queen. He died 18 April 1602. Having dwelt among men for fifty two years. In
his eagerness to improve his mind he travelled through France and many other
Kingdoms accomplished in all the liberal Arts, he excelled in Architecture, Princes in
particular regarded him highly for his conspicuous talents. In both his professional
work and affairs he was not merely tireless and indomitable but consistently earnest
and upright. His innate capacity for service and for laying others under an obligation
won for him the warm affection of every good man who knew him. Now he dwells
forever in heaven. Queen Anne ordered a monument to be set up to the memory of a
most, admirable and most upright man, lest the recollection of his high character,
which deserves to be honoured for all time, should fade as his body crumbles to dust.
(Schaw was in charge of much of the architectural renovation of the site in the 1590s.)
[Teachers Pack Dunfermline Carnegie Trust.]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY

Drawn by George Cattermole. Engraved by W. Simmons. Published by Charles Tilt, Fleet Street, London. 1834.

From 1701 to 1705 the Abbey pulpit was occupied, on one half of the Sabbath by the
Presbyterian minister, and on the other half by an Episcopalian, whose flock got
supplementary accommodation in one of the Abbey vaults through the kindness of
Lord Yester. [John Marshall. (Late Head Master Townhill School) Dunfermline Abbey. The Journal Printing
Works Dunfermline, (No Date) Dunfermline Carnegie Library D/ECC]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY NAVE

J. G. Rennie.

Many of the windows of the old church had of recent years been filled with
coloured glass designs. In the south aisle there was a much-admired window
to Annabella Drummond, Queen of Robert III, and mother of the murdered
Duke of Rothesay. It was erected by Lady Willoughby d’Eresby to the
memory of her royal ancestor. The larger window in the west wall had also
recently been filled with historical glass, at the cost of Mr Andrew Carnegie of
New York, who was a native of Dunfermline. The design of that window was
by Sir Noel Paton, who was also a native of the town. The design embraced
figures of King Malcolm, Queen Margaret, King Robert Bruce, and William
Wallace, with appropriate accessories and heraldry. [The Architect, 13.9.1888, p. 151.]
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DUNFERMLINE NAVE
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WINDOW OF ANNABAELLA DRUMMOND
QUEEN OF ROBERT III

Coat of Arms of Queen Annabella Drummond
Queen of King Robert III
And mother of King James I, of Scotland.
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INTERIOR OF DUNFERMLINE ABBEY NAVE

James Stewart.

Joseph Swan, engraver.

1070 is generally accepted as the year in which the Church and Convent had their
origin. Two years afterwards, part of the church was ready, for service, and the
building was dedicated to the Holy Trinity. From this time onwards till the beginning
of the 14th century, the church, long the chief centre of worship in Scotland, grew in
wealth and in influence. Not only had its founders, but a long succession of kings and
queens, and many nobles, contributed endowments.
In 1124 David I, “the sair Sanct to the Crown,” raised it to the dignity of an Abbey,
added to the thirteen monks of the order of Iona then worshipping in the church,
thirteen monks from Canterbury, and granted an order of confirmation to the
Monastery.
Church, Monastery and Palace were all connected. The royal family, the abbots, the
monks, could pass to and from the church under cover, and the abbots and monks
were declared entitled to certain provisions from the royal kitchen.
[William Clark and Son. Clark’s Guide to Dunfermline and its antiquities. Dunfermline, 1880.]
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WILLIAM SCHAW'S TOMB

Picture by S. Pitcairn.

Dunfermline has contributed much to Freemasonry. “The Schaw Statutes of the
sixteenth century are authorative and form the basis of the Scottish Masonic culture.
The King’s Master of Works, William Schaw, who lies buried in Dunfermline
Abbey, was within the aura of tradition when he formulated his statutes from the
habitat of the mason monks. [Colin Dymock, F.S.A. Scot., F.R.S.A.]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, STONE COFFINS IN NAVE

[The Journal Guide to Dunfermline. p. 87.]

Two stone coffins near the west door attract attention. They were found in 1849 in the
Royal Sepulcher, in the place where princes Edward and Ethelred, sons of Malcolm
and Margaret, were supposed to have been buried. In one of the coffins when opened
lay some large and decayed bones. The other contained a leathern shroud, believed to
have encased the remains of Edward, eldest son of Malcolm Canmore and Queen
Margaret (now in the Royal Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh) laced on the breast,
closely stitched with a strong thong from neck to heel and along the soles of the feet,
and enclosing some fragments of bones and a little hair of dark colour.
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THE DISCOVERY IN DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, TRACING OF THE FIGURE

The top of the stone coffin, which was struck the other day in the course of the
excavations in the northern transept of Dunfermline Abbey Church, was fully exposed
to view on Monday. The work of clearing off the superincumbent material had been
carefully carried out by two workmen in the employment of Messrs Stewart and Sons,
building contractors, with the results that the slab, which is a dark and very hard
freestone, was unscratched, and a beautifully executed figure of a woman, fully
draped and apparently in an attitude of prayer, was revealed. A tracing of the stone
was made by a representative of the Board of Works, who is at present engaged in
making a survey at the recently exposed Norman doorway. Through the kindness of
Mr Andrew Clark, designer with R. George Ferguson, High Street, Dunfermline, we
are able to reproduce a tracing for the readers of the Journal: 27.8.1904.
[D. Thomson, anent p. 41.]
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INSIDE THE PORCH

David MacGibbon; Thomas Ross. The ecclesiastical architecture of Scotland. 3 volumes. Edinburgh, 1896.
Volume 1.

In 1594 the church was ordered to be thoroughly repaired, and Mr William Schaw, the
King’s Master of Works and trusted friend was put in charge. Mr Schaw built the
porch at the north doorway over which on the north porch has a stellar vaulted ceiling
with sculptured keystones containing two defaced shields supported by angels with
extended wings. In each wall there was a cavity, which held alms boxes. Above the
church door is a dedication stone erected at the suggestion of the late Rev. Dr
Chalmers. The inscription is as follows: ECCLESIA SANCTE TRINITATIS DE
DUNFERMELYN DEDICATA A.D. MCL. [A Brief Guide to Dunfermline Abbey p,12. Compiled by
Norman M. Johnson. c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, NAVE INTERIOR, NORTHERN PORCH

Anne of Denmark employed William Schaw, her chamberlain, no ordinary man, a
mason, to build on a fine vaulted porch, with stone slab roof and so much in the spirit
of the Gothic age that it actually has a niche, though no saint, over the entrance, and
stone seat inside. One would scarcely attribute this to the year 1594. [Colin Dymock.
Evening News, 1.2.1961.]

The north porch has a groined ceiling with sculptured keystones containing two
defaced shields supported by angels with extended wings. One of the mural
monuments records the virtues of Adam Rolland of Gask who bequeathed £1000 for
the education of fifty poor children of the Burgh. In each wall there is a cavity,
probably use for holding collection boxes. [A Brief Guide to Dunfermline Abbey p.11. Compiled by
Norman M. Johnson. c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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PORCH OF THE OLD CHURCH

Peter Chalmers. Town and Parish of Dunfermline. Volume 1.

During his rule over the Benedictine Order at Dunfermline (1446-82) Abbot Richard
de Bothwell made extensive renovations to the fabric of the nave and west end of the
Abbey Church. The developments were sympathetically handled, for the style blends
well with the previous mason work of the Norman period (1150).
The North Porch was built by Abbot de Bothwell in 1450. Lord Abbot Richard de
Bothwell, of Dunfermline, (1450). The carvings of Abbot de Bothwell’s arms have
suffered the ravages of erosion and it is difficult to define clearly their content.
However, in 1928, the Ancient Monuments Commission published in their Fifeshire
Inventory the accompanying description; between two gavels, and an oak leaf or
trefoil. Thirty-two years ago the carving was probably a degree clearer than it is
today. A derivative coat occurs in the arms of Dunfermline High School. If one
balances these unusual armorial bearings against the knowledge of exceptional skills
possessed by the contemplative clergy a case could be made of the existence of an
“inner cell” of Masonry within certain sections of the Scottish Church, in the fifteenth
century. There is the flavour of a secret meeting-place about such houses as Bishop
Leighton’s Lodging and the Abbot’s Lodging in Culross and Dunfermline; both, in
every sense, houses of mystery.
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The late Dr Webster in his monumental treatise Dunfermline Abbey is at pains to
identify this motif. He conjectures the bull’s head to be a possible allusion to a master
mason named Bull, who worked under De Bothwell’s direction, “But it amounts to no
more than a bare possibility.”
It would be pertinent to examine these facts relevant to the movements of Abbot de
Bothwell during his 36 years leadership of the Dunfermline Benedictines. His
mention in the Papal Registers and his early studies in Rome at the Papal Curia (court,
and in foreign universities indicated a familiarity with the Continent. We may also
adduce that it was the earnest desire of every Benedictine abbot to visit the motherhouse of the Order at Cluny in Burgundy, at least once during a lifetime.
Bothwell’s diplomatic missions took him to a multitude of foreign courts; he
frequently passed under safe conduct through neighbour England en route for the
Continent. On these embassies it is certain that this mason-abbot encountered the
itinerant bands of foreign artisans who furthered their Papal commission to create
church and monastery throughout Europe; indeed, if it is to be credited at all, to erect
the house of God throughout Christendom.
Thus, the particularly favoured masons of Como, in Lombardy, the celebrated
Comacines, armed with the Papal Bull or Bulla, ranged as far as the Abbacy of
Dunfermline, and with their consummate skill, embellished the Norman nave, under
the tutored vigilance of the Scottish abbot. Their seal remains—the bull’s head.
[Colin Dymock, F.A. Scot., F.R.S.A.]

Drawn by Iain Wilkinson.

This sketch is possibly of Lord Abbot Richard de Bothwell, (headless), which would
have stood in the porch, and is now on view at Dunfermline Abbey Visitor Centre in
the Gatehouse run by Historic Scotland.
During the rule over the Dunfermline Order at Dunfermline (1446-82) Abbot Richard deBothwell made extensive renovations to the fabric of the nave and west end of the
Abbey Church. The developments were sympathetically handled, for the style blends
well with the previous mason work of the Norman period (1150).
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WEST ENTRANCE OF ABBEY

West Door. (Restored.)
Engraved by John Johnstone, Edinburgh.

Drawn by J. Johnston. 1834.
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The architecture of the oldest part of the church was very interesting as an example of
the earlier Norman, the west doorway in particular being well worthy of notice. The
present steeple tower had been erected upon part of an earlier tower, probably about
A.D. 1440, which date was to a certain extent indicated both by the architecture and
by an heraldic shield which was cut out on a boss in the vaulting of an adjoining bay
of the same architecture. That shield bore the arms of Abbot Bothuel, or Bothwell,
who was superior of the abbey at that time. The pointed arches and clustered columns
at the same part also lend testimony to that idea of date. Queen Margaret’s arms, those
of Edward the Confessor, her granduncle, being a cross fleury between five martlets,
were also cut on a boss in the vaulting of he adjoining bay. [The Architect, 14.9.1888, p. 151.]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, WESTERN DOORWAY

David MacGibbon; Thomas Ross. The ecclesiastical architecture of Scotland. 3 volumes. Edinburgh, 1896.
Volume 1.
Published by David Douglas in 1896.

On the highway passing over the site of the Queen’s House, given by James VI as a
Morning Gift, is now a handsome gateway and ascending short flight of steps (both a
gift of Provost Alexander in 1890) to the higher level of the famed Abbey.
[John Beveridge Mackie. “Journal” Guide to Dunfermline. Dunfermline, 1905.]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, PROCESSIONAL DOOR TO CLOISTER COURT

By James Moir Webster (1875-1957).

The doorway was only discovered in 1905 when the memorial to the South African
campaign was being erected.
The late Norman, or East Processional doorway at the east end of the Nave, on the
south side, is beautifully preserved, as it was covered for centuries by the vault gifted
by Anne of Denmark to the Wardlaws and only uncovered in 1905.
[A Brief Guide to Dunfermline Abbey p.11. Compiled by Norman M. Johnson. c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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WEST DOOR OF THE ABBEY NAVE

DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, NORTHERN DOORWAY

Picture S. Pitcairn.
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, NORTH SIDE OF NAVE AND WESTERN TOWER

.
Drawn by R. W. Billings. Engraved by J. Redaway. Published by William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh.
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, SOUTH BUTTRESSES, DATE STONE 1620

By James Moir Webster (1875-1957).

“The south wall of the church has six Norman windows with six windows above
(similar to the two Norman windows on the north wall) rebuilt in 1810. The south
wall of the church was similar in all its details to the north wall now described. The
south tower was struck by lightning and fell in 1807, and was replaced in 1810. The
north tower was in a bad state of repair after the reformation (1560), and when rebuilt
by William Schaw, master mason to James VI a spire was added. The great western
entrance projects a few feet out from the west gable within which rise ten tall, slender,
stone pillars, five on each side of the entrance. The pillars in each row are in close
proximity to each other, and recede at a sharp angle into the recess on which they
stand. Each of these pillars rests on a double base, and is surmounted with an
ornamental capital from which spring five semi-circular arches of different heights.
The large stones of the several arches are exposed to view, showing their beautiful
designs, some being a continuation of zig-zags, others floriated and otherwise
ornamented. The first or outer arch stones are twenty-three in number, on eleven of
which are carved heads. The first arch is 20 feet in height and 16 in breadth.” [A Brief
Guide to Dunfermline Abbey. Compiled by Norman M. Johnson. c.1935 Dunfermline,]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY WEST DOOR

Published by Thomas Macklin, London. 1794.

The south west Tower fell 1807 and for some three years it lay as it had fallen,
because of the town’s disclaimer of responsibility about rebuilding the tower, which
burden the Council said lay upon the heritors alone, while the town had merely to do
with repairs. After the Court of Session had decided in favour of the citizens, Mr
Stark, a native architect, was employed to prepare plans for a new steeple, which was
built in the year 1810-11. This south west tower looks as if it were somewhat
incomplete. [John Marshall. (Late Head Master Townhill School) Dunfermline Abbey. The Journal Printing
Works Dunfermline, (No Date) Dunfermline Carnegie Library D/ECC]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY NAVE SOUTH SIDE
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David MacGibbon; Thomas Ross. The ecclesiastical architecture of Scotland. 3 volumes. Edinburgh, 1896.
Volume 1.

As was usual with Benedictine Abbey churches, the parishioners worshipped in the
part of the building called the “Parochial,” but the clergy used the enclosed
conventual choir which, dating from the thirteenth century stood on the site now
occupied by the new church. [A Brief Guide to Dunfermline]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, NORTH PORCH

David MacGibbon; Thomas Ross. The ecclesiastical architecture of Scotland. 3 volumes. Edinburgh, 1896.
Volume 1.

Anne of Denmark employed William Schaw, her chamberlain, no ordinary man a
mason to built on a fine vaulted porch, with stone slab roof and so much in he spirit of
the Gothic age that it actually has a niche, though no saint, over the entrance, and
stone seat inside. One would scarcely attribute this to the year 1594.
On the exterior he added “A Porch of Ceremonies” (i.e. the north porch), which
contains a vaulted, carved ceiling, rich in ornamental bosses; but retains at the same
time a rounded-arched entrance in the Norman tradition. Here weddings and
christenings were celebrated.
On the wall buttresses and above the door arch are empty niches which most certainly
contained statues of St Margaret, King David I and the Lord Abbot himself.
In the north aisle vault on an exterior wall of the north porch are cared
representations of the arms of Abbot de Bothwell. (Much defaced.)
One of the real curiosities of the Bothwell scheme is a shield of arms carrying a bull’s
head, which appears on a pillar in the north aisle of the old, or King David’s Nave.
[Colin Dymock. Evening News, 1.2.1961.]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, THE NORTH PORCH

By James Moir Webster (1875-1957).

Part of Abbot de Bothwell’s Scheme. This was placed in front of the original
Norman Doorway. Schaw built his porch in front of Bothwell’s as above.
Overhead in the North West Tower is the clock, of which frequent mention is made
in the town’s records, and which is now surely more than ever in need of repair. As
early as 1485 Robert Henryson, notary, schoolmaster, and poet, makes mention of
one in the Abbey, probably in this same part of the building:
Our nichtingall and als our orlege bell;
Our walkryfe watche us for to warne and tell
Quhen that Aurora, with his curcheis gray,
Put up her heid betwixt the nicht and day.
[John Davidson. Dunfermline Abbey. p. 53.]
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NORTH SIDE OF THE NAVE

DUNFERMLINE ABBEY CHURCH, 1862

The south and north flying buttresses, the north baptismal porch, and the steeple were
no part of the original fabric, the first-named being added in 1620 and 1675
respectively.
The view from the Bartizan walk encircling the steeple is extensive and embraces
portions of 10 counties. This walk is about 100 feet above the ground and 400 feet
above sea level. The building, although somewhat on a small scale, must have been
strikingly similar to Durham Cathedral. [A Brief Guide to Dunfermline Abbey p.11. Compiled by
Norman M. Johnson. c.1935) Dunfermline,]
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY NAVE SOUTH

DUNFERMLINE ABBEY, WEST END
M. Wane & Co., Edinburgh.

M. Wane & Co., Edinburgh.
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ABBEY NAVE AND NORTH CHURCHYARD
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THE NAVE OF DUNFERMLINE ABBEY FROM BRIDGE STREET

~~~~~
schaw]

Published March 1sst 1791 by S Hooper

Sparrow

The building of Bridge Street, Dunfermline.
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DUNFERMLINE ABBEY NAVE

The flags were to celebrate a visit from Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip at the
anniversary of the Farewell of the Royal Family in March 1603 when James VI,
succeeded the throne of England.

END
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